
#

14

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6023 223 4.87 1.71 NA NA 30.5 7.09 4.07 105" NA

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Pre-Snap Mental Processing, Arm Strength, Play Strength, Physical Toughness  

WORST

QB

Best fit in an offense that calls for quick throws in the short areas and uses play action 
out of max-protection sets to define downfield reads and give him time to throw. 

2015 - No significant injuries. 2014 - Tibia - Weeks 16-17. 2013-2011 - No significant 
injuries. 2010 - Knee (MCL) - Week 17. 2009 - Ankle - Week 16. 2008-2005 - No 
significant injuries.

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

11th year veteran QB who has played for 6 different teams throughout his career. 1st season
playing for NYJ and 4th season playing in OC Chan Gailey's system which features primarily Shotgun
looks and 3-4 receiver sets, utilizing full-field reads and progressions to attack all levels of the field. Right-
handed QB with good height and weight with a sturdy frame, displaying solid AA with solid speed and
mobility and adequate quickness and lateral agility. Has good presnap mental processing, recognizes
pressure and will adjust the protection as needed, understands coverages and identifies favorable 1 on
1 match-ups presented by the D, will change the play and receiver routes in order to exploit these match-
ups and increase offense's success. After the snap, displays solid mental processing and decision making,
understands coverages and works through full-field progressions to attack weaknesses in coverage and find
the open man, uses his eyes to manipulate DBs in coverage and create space for throws. Shows good
anticipation on In and Out-breaking routes, releasing ball before receiver makes his break, maximizing
separation from D. Has solid accuracy with good ability to place balls and maximize YAC to both stationary
and moving receivers in the short and intermediate areas, over MOF and toward the boundaries. Has solid
deep ball accuracy with solid ability to locate ball and hit moving target in stride downfield. Has
good arm strength with good ability to drive ball vertically upfield into the intermediate and deep
areas, has good ability to fit balls into tight windows and coverage. Has solid ability to extend plays,
stands tall in the pocket, letting play develop downfield, and will choose to run as a last resort when he
recognizes pressure, shows good ability to stare down the gun-barrel and make throws late in the down
through oncoming D's hit, when flushed from the pocket, shows solid mobility to get to the edge,
keeping his eyes downfield and maintaining body position needed to make throws while moving.
Has good play strength, fights to make throws through DL contact and has good ability to shed contact
when D does not have full grasp on him, as a runner, runs with power and drives legs at the end of runs,
gaining 1-2 extra yards. Is a good competitor, shows good mental toughness when operating the offense in
the RZ and on 3rd downs, has a short memory and has solid ability to bounce back after bad series or
throwing INT, shows good physical toughness, on QB sneaks and runs, will not shy away from
contact and fights for extra yards, as a thrower, has the courage to stand in the pocket and make throws
through oncoming big hits. Has marginal poise, displays adequate awareness of pressure while in the
pocket and will take hits and sacks due to slow recognition of collapsing pocket and oncoming
defenders. Makes adequate decisions when under duress and struggles in game-winning and
comeback situations in the 4th Q, rushes through and/or abandons progressions and locks on to a target
early, will force balls into heavy coverage, leading to turnovers and taking team out of the game. Has
adequate accuracy when he is hurried in the pocket, failing to place balls away from D and protect
receiver from contact, displays breakdowns in lower body throwing mechanics when under duress in
which his feet do not follow his eyes, will drift away from throws with his lower body and not drive off
back foot, leading to incompletions and interceptions. Upper body throwing mechanics also
breakdown under duress, will take a large wind-up, dropping the ball below shoulder. leading to
batted-down balls at LOS. Overall, a starting QB that you can win with who can effectively attack
all levels of the field with solid accuracy and good arm strength. Will succeed in an offense that
calls for quick throws in the short areas and uses play action out of max-protection sets to define
downfield reads and give him time to throw. Has marginal poise and struggles under duress and in
critical  situations  late in the game.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

127
Games Started

116
Games Won

Poise, Critical Situations

PROJECTION Starting QB that you can win with who can effectively attack all levels of the field with 
solid accuracy and good arm strength. Will succeed in an offense that calls for quick 
throws in the short areas and uses play action out of max-protection sets to define 
downfield reads and give him time to throw. Has marginal poise and struggles under 
duress and in critical situations late in the game.

2015: vs. PHI, at NE, vs. JAX, at HOU, at DAL

52
Winning %

41%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2015 - Started all 16 games, tied for 10th in league with 31 TD passes, threw for 3,905 
Yds. 2012 & 2011 - Started all 16 games and threw for 24 TDs each season, threw for 
3,400 Yds. and 3,832 Yds., respectively.
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Prospect (Last, First)

Fitzpatrick, Ryan
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

QB
DOB (Age)

11-24-82 (34)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Christian, Cole

TEAM


